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Abstract

In this paper we present a novel method to visualize
weather data with multi-layer controllable texture synthe-
sis. Texture possesses multiple principal perceptual chan-
nels, which makes it good at encoding multiple data at-
tributes contained in weather data. The natural textures ex-
isted in the real world especially provide plenty of choices
to encode the data with visually pleasing images. A con-
trollable texture synthesis method is developed to generate
a large amount of textures which change the appearances of
their individual perceptual dimensions according to the un-
derlying distribution of data attributes. In order to encode
more data attributes we further propose multi-layer texture
synthesis. The background and foreground textures are sep-
arately synthesized and then combined together for display.
In the end, we apply our method to some real-world weather
data and demonstrate its effectiveness with a user study.

1. Introduction

With the explosion of simulated and acquired data in
many areas ranging from scientific communities to indus-
trial regions, visualization is employed to help users ex-
plore and gain insight into the data with effective graphical
representations. Recently, the need to effectively visualize
multi-dimensional data arises in various fields such as en-
vironmental studies, climatology and geology. In this pa-
per, we focus on weather data visualization which arises
as a typical problem in multi-variate data visualization. For
multi-variate data display, it is necessary to design the meth-
ods to depict these data in a singe display to facilitate users
to develop an integrated understanding of the whole data
distributions and find out the possible correlations between
different attributes.
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Textures are ubiquitous visual phenomena in our life.
The observation of textures usually only involves low-level
visual system, which means we can differentiate textures
very rapidly and accurately without the need for focused at-
tention. Ware and Knight did a pioneering work in using vi-
sual textures for information display [17]. According to the
results of vision research, he identified three fundamental
visual dimensions of textures for human perceptions, which
are orientation, size and contrast. In order to incorporate
richer natural textures in data visualization, Interrante pro-
posed to harness natural textures for multivariate visualiza-
tion [8]. Restrained by the available tools on hand, the au-
thor only illustrated the desired results via Adobe Photo-
shop. With the development of texture synthesis techniques
during recent years, it becomes possible to encode multi-
variate data via real natural textures. Colorful photographs
or digital images can be used as the input samples to the
texture synthesis algorithms.

In this paper we present a novel controllable multi-layer
texture synthesis method from which the synthesized results
can be used to encode the underlying changes of different
data attributes in a single output image. In controllable tex-
ture synthesis, we can synthesize the results not only vary-
ing in scale, but also in orientation and regularity. However,
to synthesize a texture by varying too many visual channels
will overwhelm an observer’s viewing ability. Besides, it
has been a general agreement that there are a small num-
ber (about three) of characteristic dimensions. In order to
make our method capable to encode more data attributes,
we further propose the multi-layer synthesis in which we
separately synthesize the background and foreground tex-
tures. By taking advantages of the human vision system’s
ability to consistently complete the background and unam-
biguously differentiate between the foreground and back-
ground, this method is a favorable solution for multi-variate
data visualization.

This paper is organized as follows: After briefly review-
ing previous work in Section 2, we introduce the guidelines
for selecting natural textures in Section 3. The controllable



multi-layer texture synthesis is introduced in Section 4. The
results are presented in Section 5 where a user study is also
conducted. We conclude and describe future directions of
our work in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Textures have been extensively studied and applied in
many research fields, such as computer vision, computer
graphics and cognitive psychology. Although different
groups concentrate on different tasks, it is advantageous to
consider interdisciplinary integration of these research ef-
forts and apply it in new areas, e.g., data visualization. In
this section, we briefly review some papers highly related to
our work.

Information Encoding via Textures: In the visualiza-
tion field, people have studied methods for using texture
patterns to display information. Ware and Knight [17] iden-
tified three principal visual dimensions of textures accord-
ing to vision research and employed Gabor filters to con-
struct texture patterns that can be modulated along the three
dimensions. Interrante et al. have done a lot of research
about how to use textures to enhance the 3D shape percep-
tion [8] [9] [10]. She proposed in [8] to harness natural tex-
tures for multi-variate visualization. Healey et al. have been
investigating visualization methods to explore and analyze
large, complex, and multidimensional datasets by exploit-
ing the power of the low-level human visual system [2] [3]
[4] [5]. They proposed an engaging nonphotorealistic visu-
alization system using perceptually-based brush strokes in
[5].

Texture Synthesis: Texture synthesis has been a
hot topic in recent years in computer graphics. Non-
parameterization methods allow us to generate arbitrary-
sized similar textures of high quality from a small input
sample [1] [19]. In order to incorporate variances in the
synthesis results, some schemes were developed to offer
some forms of user guidance. Zhang et al. synthesized lo-
cally deformed texture elements of the transition between
two homogeneous textures [21]. Lefebvre et al. [12] pre-
sented parallel controllable texture synthesis which control
the amount of texture regularity by multiresolution jittering
of exemplar coordinates.

3. Texture Selection

It is obvious that not all natural textures are suitable for
our application. For example, it is difficult for us to decern
the useful information if the sand texture with stochastic
features is used to encode the data (as shown in Figure 1(a)).

In order to introduce universal variances in the feature
dimensions of textures in the synthesized image to encode
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Figure 1. Texture samples: (a) Sand texture;
(b)-(d) Near-regular textures.

the data attributes, we need to start from a regular tex-
ture sample. This regular sample provides the anchor point
from which the feature dimensions are varied and measured.
However, due to different viewpoints or lighting conditions,
most of the existing textures are near-regular instead of be-
ing regular or homogeneous [6] [20]. Directly applying
such near-regular textures to our controllable texture syn-
thesis will not produce satisfying data encoding results. The
users may become confused about whether the feature vari-
ations are inherent in the sample or purposely synthesized,
thus unable to understand the underlying data distributions.
In our algorithm, we use the near-regular texture analysis
method in [13] to obtain a regular texture sample. How-
ever, we need not reconstruct the irregularity of the original
sample, instead we artificially generate non-homogeneous
synthesis results according to the data distributions.

4 Multi-Layer Controllable Texture
S̃ynthesis

In this section, we first introduce controllable texture
synthesis which produces the background textures. Multi-
layer texture synthesis for the foreground textures is de-
scribed later.

4.1 Texture Synthesis with Variances in
Multiple Dimensions

Our texture synthesis method belongs to patch-based
methods where the synthesis units are patches instead of
pixels. Before synthesizing texture, a preprocessing is
needed to generate the patch units to be synthesized.

4.1.1 Preprocessing

In our application for weather data visualization, each data
at the same location have multiple different data attributes.
In order to generate descriptive textures for such data, we
first partition the plane according to data distributions and
assign each data a region or a patch where customized tex-
tures are synthesized.
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Figure 2. Controllable texture synthesis: (a) The triangle in red is to be textured with the left neighbor
triangle already been textured. The yellow lines indicate the direction of each triangle; (b) The mask
extracted from the textured neighbors for the current triangle (in red); (c) The mask rotated according
to the direction difference between the current triangle and the sample texture (The direction of
sample texture is indicated in blue arrowed line in (d)); (d) Looking over the sample for candidate
locations that match this rotated mask by translating the mask over sample texture; (e) Selecting the
one that best fits the mask and rotate it back to paste on the current triangle.

Guaranteed-Quality Triangular Mesh Generation: In
our algorithm, we use the triangle patches as the building
blocks for the texture synthesis method since it is flexible
and convenient to obtain them. We first invoke Voronoi di-
agram to partition the plane into convex polygons such that
each polygon contains exactly one data point. The partic-
ular data attributes of a data point are assigned to the cor-
responding polygon and the textures synthesized on each
polygon should have the uniform appearances indicating
underlying data values. We further divide each polygon to
a set of triangles which are the units to be synthesized. The
sets of triangles belonging to the same polygon share the
same data attributes associated with that polygon.

Control Field Generation: The data attributes associ-
ated with each triangle determine the control field of tex-
ture synthesis. The vectors in the control field have three
attributes which correspond to the scale, orientation and
brightness values of the textures respectively. We map dif-
ferent data attributes to vector sub-values with some map-
ping functions. Usually, such mapping functions are linear
since we assume the perceived differences of orientations,
scales and brightness are in linear relation with the differ-
ences in values. Our principle of data-feature mapping is to
combine human preferences with feature hierarchy. If there
are no visual interferences among data features, we need to
consider the preferences of users.

4.1.2 Texture Synthesis With Multiple-Dimensional
Variances

Here we introduce how to synthesize triangles with varied
scales, orientations, and brightness values. We adopt the
traversal method used in [16] to visit all triangles in the out-
put region. During the traversal process, texture synthesis
is grown from one triangle to its neighboring ones. The al-
gorithm is stated as follows:

1. Take a triangle from the queue;
2. Extract the mask from the already textured neighbors

and rotate the mask to comply with the current orientation.
3. Look in the scaled sample for a good patch that

matches the mask and paste it on the triangle after the proper
rotation with modified brightness.

4. Add the non-textured neighbors to the current queue.
Mask Extraction and Rotation: The mask is the region

used to constrain the possible matches for the current patch.
We use the textures over the narrow bands extracted from
textured neighboring regions as a constrained region. This
is a simple way to take into account local statistics of the
texture across regions’ borders. The textured neighbor tri-
angles provide constrained masks for current triangle to be
synthesized. After extracting the masks, we need to rotate
the mask to align with the orientation of the sample texture
to search for the best fit in the space of sample texture. In
our algorithm, we rotate the masks according to the angle
difference between the current patch and the sample tex-
ture. Figure 2 shows the process of extracting and rotating
masks.

Scale Variance Control: The scaled sample texture in-
stead of the original sample is used as the searching space
for the best matching of masks. The pixels in the scaled
texture sample are resampled from the original texture sam-
ple by bilinear interpolation of the four nearest pixels in the
original sample image.

Brightness Variance Control: The color values of the
original image are transformed from RGB color space to
CIE Lab color models to separate the luminance and the
chromatic values. The three parameters L, a and b respec-
tively represent the luminance of the color, its position be-
tween red and green, and its position between yellow and
blue. We leave the values of a and b intact, while linearly
change the L values according to the underlying data value.



4.2 Multi-Layer Texture Synthesis

In order to synthesize foreground textures, we use the
simple glyph-like textures and distribute them across the
whole image according to the data values. The density of
the foreground’s textures is used to encode the data.

When the foreground texture is overlaid upon the back-
ground texture, it is important that the foreground texture
should have a reasonable luminance difference from the
background. Otherwise, it is difficult for us to differen-
tiate the foreground from the background. According to
Mullen [15], pure chromatic differences are not suitable for
displaying any kind of fine detail. The International Stan-
dards Organization (ISO 9241, part 3) recommends a min-
imum 3:1 luminance ratio of text and background and 10:1
is preferred. In our application, we adaptively adjust the
illuminance of the foreground according to that of the back-
ground to ensure there is a reasonable luminance difference
between them.

5 Results and Discussion

In this section, we first present the results of applying our
algorithm to visualize the real weather data sets. Next we
conduct a user study to test the effectiveness of our method
compared with other visualization methods.

5.1 Results of Real Applications

We have tested our method with the collection of
monthly weather data downloaded from the website of ipcc
(intergovenmental panel on climate change). Healey et al.
also used such data sets as their testbeds in [5]. Regard-
ing people’s preferences, we use the following mappings to
encode weather data attributes:

1. Temperature - Brightness of textures. Dark for low
temperature and bright for high temperature.

2. Precipitation - Scale of textures. Small scale for light
precipitation and large scale for heavy precipitation.

3. Wind speed - Orientation of textures. Vertical princi-
pal orientation for high wind speed and horizontal principal
orientation for low wind speed.

4. Vapor pressure - Density of foreground texture. Dense
region for high vapor pressure and sparse region for low
vapor pressure.

In Figure 5 we show the visualization result of the cli-
mate condition for Feburary according to the above map-
ping rules over a large part of China and some regions to
the south of Himalayas, which is indicated by the red square
in Figure 5(a). The black regions in the result are places
such las ocean or lake, where no weather data have been
recorded. The combined visualization result of three vari-
ables except pressure is shown in Fig. 5. We did not in-

Figure 3. Encoding scheme: Texture bright-
ness used to encode temperature; texture
orientation to encode precipitation; texture
scale to encode pressure; and foreground
texture density to encode wind speed.

clude foreground textures in this result. The changes of the
brightness of textures vividly show the temperature’s vari-
ation pattern across the whole region running northwest to
southeast from low to high. The amount of precipitation
is represented by the scale of textures. Large scales in the
south-east part of Chinese mainland as well as Taiwan in-
dicate that there is abundant precipitation there. The wind
speed modifies the principal orientation of texture: weak
wind speed corresponds to near-horizontal orientation (e.g.
Sichuan Province), while strong wind corresponds to near-
vertical orientation (e.g. the Jiaodong Peninsula).

In Figure 6 we show two texture synthesis results of the
same texture sample over large regions in China (the same
as the region in Figure 5) and the eastern U.S. for the same
period of February. We can compare these two visualiza-
tion results to get many interesting insights on the differ-
ences of the weather conditions in these two countries. For
example, according to the brightness variation it is obvious
that the temperature’s distribution is much more diverse in
China than that in the U.S. This is due to the more com-
plex topography in China. Furthermore, there are a lot of
near-vertical orientations in the U.S. compared with many
near-horizontal orientations in China, which suggests that
the U.S. has overall stronger wind than China for the same
period.

5.2 User Study and Discussion

Our work of employing texture synthesis to encode
multi-variate data is in part inspired by the work of non-
photorealistic visualization by perceptually-based brush



strokes in [5]. In order to validate the encoding ability of
our algorithm, we design a basic user study experiment to
study the effectiveness of our method. The questions have
been designed to ask users to identify areas in the images
which have the following properties: the highest tempera-
ture, the largerst precipitation, the weakest wind, and high-
est pressure. We conduct this user study for our algorithm
as well as the non-photorealistic visualization algorithm in
[5] for comparison.

Twenty people with normal visual systems participated
in this test and they were equally divided into two groups.
In order to be in accord with mapping rules used in [5],
we use texture brightness to encode temperature, texture
orientation to encode the precipitation, texture scale to en-
code pressure, and foreground texture density to encode
wind speed (See Figure 3). We limit each group to the
results from one algorithm to avoid the impressions from
both algorithms interfering with each other. The test im-
age produced by our algorithm is shown in Figure 4. We
ask the users to answer the questions for this test image
and the non-photorealistic visualization image ( Figure 9
in [5]). In Table I the responses from users are listed, from
which we can see that as a whole the performance of our
algorithm is comparable or even better than that of non-
photorealistic algorithm. Specifically, users are better at
identifying high temperature and high pressure in our visu-
alization results and are better at identifying low wind speed
for non-photorealistic results.

We try to give some explanations to the comparison re-
sults concerning the rules in human perception. As we
have learned from the users, they are more sensitive to the
changes of intensities than colors. Furthermore, it is shown
in [18] that the changes of intensities are much better at en-
coding details than color patterns. By taking advantage of
the intensities’ changes, our algorithm is more accurate in
encoding temperatures and more vivid in representing de-
tailed change patterns. For example, the darker band at the
east coast of the U.S. (as indicated by the yellow square)
suggests the mountain of Appalachians which is difficult to
discern from Figure 9 in [5]. The amount of precipitation is
encoded by the size of strokes in [5] which would be diffi-
cult to discern when the color becomes too dark. In this case
the perception of color masks the detection of stroke size.
In our algorithm, we adjust the intensities within a range
to ensure that too light or too dark regions will not appear
and such range is large enough to encode the variance of
data. The wind speed is encoded as coverage of strokes in
[5] which is easy to detect and makes the algorithm in [5]
outperform ours in the ability to encode wind. During our
user study, many subjects felt that our visualization results
with real-world natural textures are more attractive than the
results in [5]. In addition to being effective, our method
produces results more engaging or aesthetic.

(a) temperature (b) precipitation

(c) windspeed (d) pressure

(e) result

Figure 4. The visualization result generated
by our method. The above four gray images
of ((a)-(d)) are distributions of four climate at-
tributes.

Table 1. User Responses

Texture Stroke
Right Wrong Right Wrong

Highest Temperature 10 0 8 2

Largest Precipitation 9 1 9 1

Highest Pressure 10 0 8 2

Weakest Wind 8 2 9 1



6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we present a novel method to encode
weather data by multi-layer controllable texture synthesis.
The principal visual dimensions of textures are variantly
synthesized according to the changes of the underlying data.
In order to encode more variables in our framework, we
further propose multi-layer texture synthesis where back-
ground textures and foreground textures are separately syn-
thesized.

There remains a lot of interesting future work to investi-
gate for the topic of information visualization using texture
synthesis. The potential of foreground texture synthesis can
be further explored to effectively encode more information.
Another interesting topic is whether there is more percep-
tual dimensions of textures available for controllable texture
synthesis apart from the three used in this paper.
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(a) china map (b) texture sample

(c) temperature (d) precipitation (e) wind speed (f) pressure

(g) texture synthesis result of four climate attributes

Figure 5. The four gray scale images for four climate attributes ((c)-(f)) and the visualization result
in (g) with texture sample in (b) for the region shown in (a). The high intensities of the gray scale
images correspond to high values and the low intensities for small values. The texture synthesis
result shows the combined visualization of three climate attributes including temperature (from low
to high brightness for cold to hot), precipitation (from small to large scale for light to heavy), wind
speed (from horizontal to vertical orientation for weak to strong).



Figure 6. Texture synthesis results with the same texture sample for large regions in China (top
image) and the U.S. (bottom image).


